
English Course Training
Day 1/ Morning Schedules 

9:00 - 10:30        *Basics of Communication

-Introduction to communication-Introduction to communication

-Building Vocabulary 

-Sentence Construction

-English Game

10:30 - 10:50      *Break



10:50 - 12:00      *Speaking English for the Real World

-Everyday communication – Introduction, 
Checking-In at the Airport and Inside the Airplane, Hotel 
Reservation, Check-In and Check-Out, Shopping, Meeting 
Friends, Visiting a Doctor, Telephonic Communication, At 
the      Hotel, At the Office, Meeting Relatives…etc.

(With videos covering topics from real life situation.)(With videos covering topics from real life situation.)

-Chosen Topics: Checking In at the Airport, 
Inside the Airplane and Asking Assistance.



Afternoon Schedules

1:30 - 2:40           *Public Speaking Skills 
-Self Discussion – Personal Information (name, 

age, status, address, family, hobbies, interest, travels, job 
description, duties and responsibilities at work.

-Avoiding word mistakes and mispronunciation.

2:40 – 3:00          *Break2:40 – 3:00          *Break

3:00 – 4:00          *Personality Development
-Manners and Etiquettes 
-Building Confidence and Developing Presentation 

Skills
-Dress Code and Color Pattern (provided with 

pictures) 



English Course Contents

Day 1/9:00 – 10:30       *Basic Communications

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION SKILLS

1. Introduce session and ask participants for a definition of 1. Introduce session and ask participants for a definition of 
communication. The definition should include the idea 
that communication is a two-way exchange of 
information which takes the following forms: verbal, 
nonverbal, and Para verbal. 



2. Discuss each form of communication with the class. 

� Verbal – Communication through language 

� Nonverbal – Communication other than through spoken 
language. More powerful messages are usually conveyed 
through nonverbal cues than through words themselves. 
70- 90% of our communication is nonverbal. Examples of 
nonverbal communication include:nonverbal communication include:

� Body language (e.g., folded arms) 

� Eye contact 

� Muscle tension (are neck or jaw muscles taut, fists 
clenched?) 

� Posture 

� Mannerisms (e.g., fiddling with hair, biting nails)



Body Language Signs
(Folded Arms)



Eye Contact 



Muscle Tension



Body Postures



Mannerisms

Biting Nail

Playing with Hair

Shaking Hands 



� Proxemics (how close we stand when talking. In the US, we 
stand between 18 inches to 2 ft. from each other; we get 
uncomfortable if that boundary is violated. Proxemics 
varies from culture to culture.) 

NO                                                YES



ROLE PLAY #1: NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

Both facilitators are standing in front of the class. Facilitator A 
approaches Facilitator B. 

� Facilitator A: Hi, Isabel. Look, do you have a few minutes? There’s 
something I really want to talk to you about. 

� Facilitator B: Oh sure, Donna. Of course I have time for you. What is it 
you wanted to talk to me about? 

� Facilitator A: Well, I’m having a problem with this client I’m working 
with. I just can’t seem to get a handle on it. I feel I’m getting mixed 
messages from Lisa. She tells me that she needs to find new housing 
since she can’t keep staying on her sister’s couch but then every time I 
see her – she hasn’t made any of her appointments with housing. I feel 
like she is at risk of ending up on the street. 

� Facilitator B: (Acts distracted and annoyed that Donna is taking up her 
time. She taps her foot, looks at her watch, twirls her hair, looks away, 
picks her nails, etc). Oh really? Well, I just want you to know that I’m 
here for you, Donna.



Non-Verbal Communication

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQFnCRVejgE



ROLE PLAY #2: PARA VERBAL COMMUNICATION

� Facilitator A: Donna, I put that report on your desk this morning.

� Facilitator B: (in a loud voice, dripping with sarcasm) Oh thanks, 
Isabel, I really appreciate that. 

___________________________________________________________ 

� Facilitator A: Donna, I put that report on your desk this morning. 

� Facilitator B: (in a sincere tone of voice) Oh thanks, Isabel, I really 
appreciate that.

- (The facilitators remind the class to note how the previous interaction differs 
from the following one.) 



TYPES OF COMMUNICATION

� Verbal – Communication through language 

� Nonverbal – Communication other than through spoken language. 
More powerful messages are usually conveyed through nonverbal cues 
than through words themselves. 70-90% of our communication is 
nonverbal. Examples of nonverbal communication include: 

� Body language (e.g., folded arms) 

� Eye contact 

� Muscle tension (are neck or jaw muscles taut, fists clenched?) � Muscle tension (are neck or jaw muscles taut, fists clenched?) 

� Posture

� Mannerisms (e.g., fiddling with hair, biting nails) 

� Proxemics (how close we stand when talking. In the US, we stand 
between 18 inches to 2 ft. from each other; we get uncomfortable if that 
boundary is violated. Proxemics varies from culture to culture.)

� Para verbal – Communicating not by what you say, but how you say it. 
Examples of Para verbal communication include: Voice qualities/voice 
tone (is voice flat or monotone?) Rate of speech (how fast or slow one 
talks) Cadence/rhythm of voice Volume



BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

� Hearing only part of the message 
� Failure to listen 
� Listening with a particular mind-set/prejudice 
� Reacting emotionally 
� Making assumptions 
� Accents 
� Physical barriers 
� Cultural barriers 

Religious barriers � Religious barriers 
� Time pressures 
� Distractions/interruptions 
� Failure to wait for feedback/response 
� Lack of sensitivity to emotions 
� Poor volume, tone, emphasis 
� Finishing person’s sentence for him/her 
� Not acknowledging person’s experience, emotions, feelings, desires 
� Jumping from topic to topic 
� Acting phony – someone who pretends to be something else.



BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Shouting at Each OtherShouting at Each Other

Not Listening



BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Shouting on the Phone

Not Talking to Each Other

Blaming Someone



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

� Making eye contact
� Use attentive body language: sit slightly forward with a relaxed, easy 

posture 
� Be aware of your gestures 
� Stay on the topic 
� Don’t be phony, be yourself 
� Be cultural sensitive 
� Focus on the other person 
� Determine what the other person already knows, then fill in the gaps � Determine what the other person already knows, then fill in the gaps 
� Smile or nod 
� Don’t monopolize the conversation 
� Establish rapport 
� Arrange for privacy 
� Create an atmosphere free of distractions and interruptions 
� Be warm and enthusiastic 
� Show interest 
� Look bright and alert 
� Ask open-ended questions 
� Use active listening



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

Keeping Quiet

Appreciating Each Other

Listening Attentively



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

Showing Interest

Being Optimistic / Positive

Good Manners



DEFINITION OF ACTIVE LISTENING

� Active listening is a way of listening that focuses entirely on 
what the other person is saying and confirms 
understanding of both the content of the message and the 
emotions and feelings underlying the message to ensure 
that understanding is accurate. 

Active listening is not: Active listening is not: 

� Quickly agreeing with client before they finish speaking. 
� Passing judgment. 
� Asking follow-up questions that are for your own 

information. 
� Reassuring the client that the situation is “not that bad”. 
� Giving advice either from your personal experience or from 

professionals.



ACTIVE LISTENING



ACTIVE LISTENING STRATEGIES

� Focus on the other person. 

� Use attentive body language: sit slightly forward with a 
relaxed, easy posture. 

� Use verbal cues such as “um-hmmm,” “sure,” “ah,” and “yes.”

� Ask open-ended questions. Ask open-ended questions. 

� Use focused questions to get a more definitive answer than 
you would with an open-ended question. 

� Example: Counselor: “Where do you spend most of your 
day?” 

� Client: “I don’t know – it’s hard to say.” 

� Focused question: “Okay, let’s take yesterday. Was that a 
regular day for you? What did you do in the morning?” 



ACTIVE LISTENING STRATEGIES (CONT.)

� Ask clarifying questions to help interpret what other person is saying. 
Example: Client: “Oh, you know I don’t have a fixed address. I am living 

here and there.” 
Clarifying statement: Tell me a little bit more about what you mean by 
here and there.” 

� Paraphrase what the other person has said. 
Example: Client: “I have so much to do – medical appointments, working, 

taking care of the kids. I don’t know how I’m going to keep it all together.” taking care of the kids. I don’t know how I’m going to keep it all together.” 
Paraphrase: “You’re feeling overwhelmed by all of things going on in 

your life right now.” 

� Mirror or reflect what the other person has said. 
Example: Client: Why should I tell any of my partners that I’m HIV 

positive? Let them find out the way I found out – by getting sick. 
Mirroring statement: “It sounds like you’re angry because no one 

informed you that you were exposed to HIV.



CLOSED VS OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

� The purpose of open-ended questions is to facilitate engagement with 
the client so that the client will open-up to the worker. This can help to 
improve the client-worker relationship as well to help gather more 
information. 

� Open-ended questions cannot be answered by yes or no. They begin 
with: Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How. 

� Closed-ended questions invite a yes or no answer. They begin with 
Do, Does, Did, Is, Are, Was, Has, Have, Could, Would, and Will. 

Examples: 

1. Closed: Do you live with somebody? 
Open: Tell me about your living arrangements and anyone you live with? 

2. Closed: Have you ever been really sick before? 
Open: __________________________________________________________

3. Closed: Do you work?
Open: ________________________________________________________

4. Closed: Did you have any side effects from the medicines you had taken?
Open: _______________________________________________________

5. Closed: Have you eaten breakfast yet?
Open: ________________________________________________________



Day 1/9:00 - 10:30        *Basics of Communication

BUILDING VOCABULARY AND SENTENCE 
CONSTRUCTION

Effective Ways to Build Your Vocabulary
1. Be aware of words.

-Instead of avoiding the words, you will need to take a closer look at 
them. Make a daily practice of noting words of interest to you for 
further study, whenever you’re reading, listening to the radio, talking 
to friends or watching television.  to friends or watching television.  



2. Read
-What should you read? Whatever interests you – whatever makes

you want to read. Try reading easier things like newspapers, they are
easier than magazines (an easier magazine is like Reader’ Digest).The
important idea is to find things to read you can enjoy.



3. Use a Dictionary

-Have your own dictionary - keep it where you usually do your reading 
at  home.

-Circle the words you look up - this will give you a quick form of review. 

-Read the entire entry for the word you look up -this will add up the 

Pleasure of learning the words as well as help you remember it.



4. Study and Review Regularly

-You should be systematic and organized about studying so that you are 
sure to review each word at least once every couple of weeks.

Application/Activity - The class will do the building vocabulary activity by reading an 
interesting story, Jack and the Beanstalk; highlight the main points of the story by asking 

questions and constructing sentences. 



Questions

Once upon a time there was a boy called Jack. He
lived with his mother. They were very poor. All they had was
a cow. One morning, Jack’s mother told him to take the cow
to the market and sell her.

On the way Jack met a man. He gave Jack some
magic beans for the cow. Jack took the beans and went back
home. When Jack’s mother saw the beans she was very angry.
She threw the beans out of the window. The next morning,
Jack looked out of the window. There was a giant beanstalk.
He went outside and started to climb the beanstalk. He
climbed up to the sky through the clouds. Jack saw a
beautiful castle. He went inside. Jack heard a voiceQuestions

1. Did Jack and his mother have a lot of 
money?
2. What did Jack do with the cow?
3. What did the man give Jack?
4. Was his mother happy when she 
saw the beans?
5. What happened to the beans?
6. What did Jack do when he saw the 
giant plant?
7. Where did he go? What did he do 
there?
8. What did he do when the giant fell 
asleep?
9. What did Jack do when the giant 
woke up?
10. How did he get rid of the giant?

beautiful castle. He went inside. Jack heard a voice
“Fee,fi,fo,fum!” and ran into a cupboard. An enormous giant
came into the room and sat down.

On the table there was a hen and a golden harp.
“Lay” said the giant. The hen laid an egg-it was made of
gold.” Sing” said the giant. The harp began to sing. Soon the
giant was asleep. Jack jumped out of the cupboard. He took
the hen and the harp. Suddenly the harp sang “Help,
master!” The giant shouted, “Fee, fi,fo,fum!”.Jack ran and
started to climb down the beanstalk. The giant came down
after him. Jack shouted “Mother, help!” Jack’s mother took
an axe and chopped down the beanstalk. The giant fell and
crashed to the ground. Nobody ever saw him again. With the
golden eggs and the magic harp Jack and his mother lived
happily ever after.



Day1/10:30 – 10:50 Games 
What’s Your Position?

Activity Type                                   Matching Game
Number of Students                      Minimum 10; Maximum 20
Lexical Areas                                   Job Titles and Job Descriptions
Typical Syntax                                 Someone who… or Someone Responsible 

for…
_______________________________________________________________   

Setting upSetting up
- Photocopy Game Sheet 1 and cut it into 16 cards: 10 job title cards and 
ten job description cards. Give half your students a job title role-card 
and the other half the corresponding job description role-cards.

Playing the Game 
- The object of the game is for students to find their partners. To do 
this, they move around the room telling (not reading) their roles to 
each other until they have found the student with the corresponding 
card. When all students have found the partner, let then introduce 
themselves to the rest of the class to see if they are correctly paired. 



10:50 – 12:00                     Speaking English for the Real World

Discussion of Checking-In at the Airport, Inside the Airplane and Asking for Assistance.

• ก�������	
���
���	


� Excuse me, where is the Thai Airways check-in 

desk?

� Where are you flying to today?

� May I have your passport, please?

� Are you checking any bags?

� How many bags can I check?

� Just this one

� Please place your bag on the scale.

� I have to transit in Tokyo - do I need to pick up 

my luggage there?

� Your luggage will go straight through to your 
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� Your luggage will go straight through to your 

destination.

� Would you like an aisle seat or a window seat?

� I’d prefer an aisle/window seat

� Here is your boarding pass – your flight leaves 

from gate….. And it will begin boarding at……

� Your seat number is…..

� Is the flight on time?

� There is a 2 – hour delay due to technical 

problem.

� Where is terminal 2?
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•ก��������	�
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�Did you pack your baggage yourself?
�Has your luggage been in you possession 
at all time?
�Are you aware of the regulations regarding 
liquids in your carry-on?
�Have you left your luggage unattended at 
any time?
�Are you carrying any firearms or 
flammable materials?
�Please lay your baggage flat on the 
conveyor belt, and use the tray for small 
objects.
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�Please take your laptop or electronics 
devices out of the bag.
�Please step back.
�Do you have anything in your pockets –
keys, cell phone, loose change?
�Please take off your hat and your 
shoes/watch/jacket/belt, too.
�Come on through.
�You are all set!
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� There has been a gate change.

� Thai Airways flight 970 to Frankfurt is now 

boarding.

� Please have your boarding pass and 

identification ready for boarding.

� This is the final call for TG 970 to Frankfurt.

� Passenger…, please proceeds to the Thai 

airways desk at gate…. .

� We would like now to invite all passengers to 

board
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� Would you like Congee or Omelets?

� I will have…..

� Anything to drink?

� What kind of soda do you have?

� Can I have…..please?

� Please fasten your seat belt while seated.

� Window shade must be opened during 

takeoff or landing.

� We are experiencing some turbulence at 

the moment. Please return to your seats 

and fasten your seatbelts.
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1:30 - 2:40                                              Public Speaking Skills 

-Self Discussion – Personal Information (name, age,

status, address, family, hobbies, interest, travels, job

description, duties and responsibilities at work.

-Avoiding word mistakes and mispronunciation.

How to Improve Public Speaking Skills?

1. Be well prepared. Practice your speech in front of the mirror and 1. Be well prepared. Practice your speech in front of the mirror and 
bring little notes with you just in case. After all, it's better to have to 
look down at your paper quickly rather than stand there completely 
tongue-tied.

2. Before you begin, breathe deeply. It isn't as hard as it 
seems. Take a deep breath.



3. Organize your thoughts, and draw a mental
picture of what comes after what. You will stutter if you
run out of things to say, so it's important to have a mental
outline. You can practice drawing up forms of your speech or
remembering the order of your topics at home.

4. Be sure to make a thesis or to have a point. There's

nothing worse than getting nervous about a speech that wasn't worthnothing worse than getting nervous about a speech that wasn't worth
it.

5. Start your speech by making that point, and then give
a brief outline of your examples and other evidences
that you plan to use to prove your thesis. Sometimes a bit
of comedy can help settle the nerves. Be creative!



6. Slowly, visualize your examples and tell them
one by one. Don't be afraid to add more examples on the go

or add little details, since they make your presentation much
more personal. Make sure to walk around a little- but not too
much, look your audience in the eye, and use facial and hand
expressions. Speeches get very boring very fast if you stand in
front of people like a deer in headlights.

7. Have fun, and be ready to answer questions. You can do 

it!

-With an example of a good public speaking video.

-Every participant should have at least 3-5 minutes of public speaking.  


